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Abstract
We report on preliminary results of our efforts of
building a human-robot dialogue by using decision
tree learning. The system is particularly designed
for dialogues that go along with decision processes.
In our application, the self-developed robot MoBi
should assist young children in the classroom with
waste management. To do so, MoBi asks a couple
of yes/no-questions about a waste item to dispose
in order to decide on the correct bin. We take a col-
lection of instances of the classification task where
we know the right bin decision for and we char-
acterize these examples by a set of attributes that
describe features like material and usage properties.
Then, we perform decision tree learning to generate
a tree which builds the basis for the dialogue with
MoBi. While many existing work aim for a more
open-ended form of dialogue we focus on a specific
setting where the robot assists in a decision process.
Existing approaches have investigated the use of
learning to optimize the length or number of turns
in an interaction dialogue. We are also interested
in optimizing our dialogue but we look into find-
ing other interesting qualities as well. We compare
trees resulting from different configurations of our
decision tree learning both with one another as well
as with hand-crafted dialogues used for the robot
MoBi so far.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we explore a method for building a human-
robot dialogue for an interactive classroom robot. The robot
MoBi [Madyal et al., 2020] is designed to help children with
waste management. The application domain naturally has an
educational character with primary school children being the
main target audience.

The robot engages in a dialogue with the children by ask-
ing a number of yes/no-questions about the item to be dis-
posed. Currently, the dialogue for this decision process is
hand-crafted based on a set of example instances of waste
items. The examples are restricted to items typically occur-
ring in the classroom setting that MoBi has been developed
for. The more items the dialogue should be able to handle

correctly, the more tedious it gets to manually construct the
tree and to validate the correct bin assignment for every item
in it. What is more, manually selecting appropriate questions
to ask and their order might be counter-intuitive or it might
yield overly complex sequences of questions. Again, this gets
more complicated with more items to handle right.

We are interested in devising an automated procedure to
generate the dialogue tree for MoBi for several reasons. For
one, it alleviates creating a dialogue even for a large number
of items that need to be classified correctly. For another, given
an appropriate generator, the number of questions to ask to
arrive at a correct decision can be minimized. This makes the
interaction with the children more efficient and less susceptible
to interruptions or distractions. Finally, we might gain insights
in terms of which properties of the waste items are more or
less relevant for waste management or which characteristics
might even not be relevant at all. This paper explores whether
an optimized automatically created dialogue with few steps
comes at the cost of less coherent and child-friendly dialogues.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we introduce the background of our work, namely the design
of MoBi and its initial dialogue as well as the waste man-
agement domain. Then we briefly review existing work on
the topic. We go into detail on our approach in Section 3 be-
fore we present some experiments in Section 4. We conclude
in Section 5 where we discuss which configurations of our
learning procedure yield the most promising trees.

2 Background & Related Work
In this section, we introduce the concept and design of the
robot MoBi, focussing on the waste management domain and
the dialogues. After briefly reviewing methods for knowledge-
based learning from example we discuss some related work.

2.1 MoBi
The robot MoBi [Madyal et al., 2020] was designed as an entry
for the student design challenge at HRI 2020.1 It is designed
as a floor-based monster with a moving head and animated
LED eyes. Placed behind four different bins, MoBi has one of
its four hands placed on a lid of a bin each. Children approach

1A video playlist of all entries for the competition
can be found at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=
PLqhXYFYmZ-VeXtnzfRJDThBAs8aOsktFZ.
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MoBi and the bins when they want to dispose of their waste
in the classroom. MoBi is supposed to help children with
picking the right bin. To do so, it engages in a dialogue with
children approaching the waste bins. In this dialogue, the
robot asks a couple of yes/no-questions to learn more about
the waste item to be disposed.2 The original manual dialogue
included questions on the origin and the material properties
of the waste item as well as decisive criteria for re-purposing
the item, aiming at teaching about the principles of reduce,
reuse, recycle. For details on the design of MoBi we refer to
[Madyal et al., 2020].

Waste management domain
The overarching principles that MoBi is supposed to teach
to the children are based on the so-called waste management
hierarchy. This model introduced in the 1970s describes five al-
ternative approaches to dealing with waste and opposed the at
that time dominating disposal-based paradigm [Schall, 1992]
and is still applied today. In order of decreasing desirability,
it distinguishes reducing, reusing, recycling, treating, and dis-
posing of waste. We only incorporated the waste management
approaches that are within the children’s scope of action. This
includes the "Three Rs" (reduce, reuse, recycle) as well as
dispose as learning contents of the dialogues:

• reduce waste
Whenever possible try to avoid producing waste in the
first place.

• reuse items
Before disposing of an item that does not appear useful
anymore, try to re-evaluate its use in other contexts.

• recycle waste
If possible, recycle the remaining waste.

• dispose of the rest
Dispose of the remaining waste items that cannot be
reused or recycled in the correct way.

The third step, recycling, heavily relies on the correct sepa-
ration of waste by the consumer following the system of the
respective country. Therefore, knowing and applying the rules
of waste separation waste separation is another major learn-
ing goal of MoBi. Our current work focusses on the German
system of waste separation. Most households in Germany
have separate bins for paper waste, bio waste, the “yellow bag”
(“Gelber Sack”) for recyclable packaging waste, and residual
waste. Due to its rather elaborate recycling system, Germany
relies on its citizen’s knowledge about waste separation as well
as their willingness to separate waste. Therefore, waste man-
agement is not only integrated into public waste collection, it
is also included in the German elementary school curriculum.

Extending these options by the principles of waste reduction
and other recycling systems in place we have defined a number
of classes that waste can be sorted to and that have to be
identified in the dialogue accordingly. The classes along with
a colour coding used in the remainder of this paper are shown
in Figure 1.

2A video explaining MoBi can be found at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_DQmUiCstJY.

recycle_bio Bio-degradeable waste like kitchen waste or
greenery.
Examples: banana peel, old bread

recycle_glass Empty glass containers used for storing liq-
uids or solid items.
Example: honey jar, olive oil bottle

recycle_return Empty glass, plastic or metal containers
that are part of the deposit system.
Example: bottle or can of lemonade (most brands)

recycle_paper Dry and clean paper or cardboard waste.
Example: newspaper, paper clip box

recycle_yellow Packaging waste made out of plastic or
metal.
Example: yogurt cup, tin can

reduce Items that could still serve their original purpose, or
can be reused in another way.
Example: half-eaten sandwich, unused napkin, work-
sheets with only one printed site
The reduce class could further be distinguished into
the three sub-classes reuse_paper, reduce_all, and
reduce_bio. For ease of presentation we will stay at the
coarser level in the remainder, though.

residual All remaining waste that cannot be reused or recy-
cled.
Example: Used tissues, broken pen

Object information & questions to ask
In order to distinguish the waste classes described above, we
characterize waste items by a set of properties. For every
property we have an associated question that the robot will
ask in the dialogue to infer the correct bin or give instructions
on what to do with the waste instead. The questions used
in the real dialogue will be more detailed, they will include
additional explanations and they will be aligned with everyday
oral language use.

Q_Meal Is it waste from a meal?

Q_Class Is it waste that was produced during class?

Q_Leftovers Is it food leftovers?

Q_Nature Can it be found in nature?

Q_Bottle Is it a bottle?

Q_is it Packaging Is it packaging?

Q_Used to Clean Is it for cleaning things?

Q_Drawing Was it used while drawing or writing?

Q_Edible Are your leftovers still edible?

Q_Return Does it have a return symbol?

Q_Glass Is it made from glass?

Q_Plastic Is it made from plastic?

Q_Dirty Is it dirty?

Q_Paper Is it paper or cardboard?

Q_Pen Is it waste from a pen?

Q_Whole Sheet Is it a whole sheet of paper?
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waste item

recycle_bio recycle_glas recycle_return recycle_paper recycle_yellow reduce residual

reduce_all reduce_bio reuse_paper

Figure 1: Different classes of waste by which we are sorting items and colour coding. While the class reduce could be further distinguished
into three sub-classes we remain at the coarser level in this paper.

Q_Only Paper Is it only paper?

Q_use for crafting again? Could you use it for crafting
again?

Q_Side Does it have one free side?

Q_Metal Is it metal?

MoBi’s dialogue system
The initial dialogue system was manually designed to fit spe-
cific requirements for the classroom setting:

1. Applicability to common waste types
The dialogue should cover most types of wastes that occur
during a typical school day. These wastes types were
identified during interviews with German school teachers.
Based on these common waste items the classification
dialogue was designed.

2. Low number of questions
To keep children engaged in the dialogue the number of
required questions for each waste item should be kept
to a minimum. For that purpose broader questions were
introduced in the beginning of the dialogue to separate
between certain waste types early on. In addition, the
order of questions and waste categories was designed
to reflect the frequency of different waste types. More
common types of waste should require a lower number
of questions to be classified.

3. Importance of reducing waste
Questions aiming at reducing waste or reusing items
should occur early in the dialogue interaction to remind
children of the importance of waste reduction.

In terms of question order, easily recyclable waste types like
bio-waste and paper are preferred over residual waste or plas-
tic.

It is important to stress the limited number of waste items
used for creating the original dialogue. The dialogue was
purposefully not designed to cover every possible type of
waste. Since MoBi was meant to be placed in a classroom
setting the design made use of the presence of a teacher. Waste
items that could not be classified triggered a specific sequence

to ask the teacher for help. Wrong classification of uncommon
waste types could also be supervised and corrected this by the
teacher.

In the process of automating the dialogue we extended the
set of properties used to characterize waste items. This was
meant to increase the possible basis for decision making. To
enable a comparison between a hand-crafted version of the
tree and an automatically generated version we extended the
hand-crafted dialogue. The option to ask the teacher for help
was removed, new questions were introduced, and more items
could be correctly classified. Figure 2 shows the modified
hand-crafted dialogue for MoBi after it was extended.

2.2 Knowledge-based Learning from Examples
Recall that the general idea we discuss in this paper is how a
dialogue for a decision procedure for correctly dealing with a
particular waste item can be automatically generated by learn-
ing. We are fundamentally only interested in knowledge-based
learning procedures because we want to be able to transpar-
ently show and explain every step of the decision. Further, the
decision we need to take can be understood as a classification
problem where, given a number of features or attributes, an
item can be assigned one of a set of categories. This setting
has rather obvious similarities with decision trees which we
try to exploit in our approach.

The necessity for keeping the decision procedure transpar-
ent and comprehensible already reduces the set of possible
learning methods. What is more, the authors in [Fernández-
Delgado et al., 2014] concluded that it is only a small set
of algorithms that always fill the top positions in terms of
performance on a wide variety of learning problems. What
remains as a candidate method for our scenario and what we
consequently opt for is Decision Tree Learning (DTL). DTL
algorithms mainly stem of either the CART [Breiman et al.,
1984] or the ID3 [Quinlan, 1986] and C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993]
lineage.

For the prototypical implementation, we use Python with
the pandas library [Wes McKinney, 2011] and the scikit-learn
framework [Pedregosa et al., 2011] for the decision tree learn-
ing part. Scikit-learn offers both split quality criteria so we
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Q_Meal

Q_Leftovers

True

Q_ClassFalse

Q_Edible Q_Nature

reduce_bio recycle_bio recycle_bio Q_Packaging

Q_Plastic/Metall Q_Bottle/Can

recycle_yellow Q_Paper Q_Return residual

recycle_return Q_Glas

recycle_glas recycle_yellow

Q_Paper Q_Clean

Q_Whole Q_Pen

Q_Free Side Q_Only Paper

reuse_paper recycle_paper recycle_paper residual

Q_Use Again residual

reduce_all residual

residual Q_Use Again

reduce_all residual

Q_Dirty Q_Glas

residual recycle_paper recycle_glas residual

Figure 2: The hand-crafted (long) dialogue used by MoBi. It was slightly adapted from the original MoBi dialogue for better comparison.

can evaluate the influence in our analysis. We eventually
learned that the implementation provided in scikit-learn does
not provide all the features that would ideally be available.
For instance, we would have benefitted from non-binary at-
tributes and from a better handling of categorial attributes as
well. This is why we will be using a different implementation
in the future. For the remainder of this paper we stick with
scikit-learn, though.

What also comes with using a learning algorithm for build-
ing a dialogue is that we can use the introspective and analytics
features to learn more about the dialog. For example, we can
look into confusion matrices to learn which decisions might
be difficult.

In this paper, we limit ourselves to only using the children’s
answers to our yes/no questions as an input and hence as the
attributes in our decision tree learning. In a later version we
might extend this to other modalities such as output of a vision
component on the robot that already tells us something about
the item to dispose. This would extend the set of attributes but
it would not change the general procedure. On the contrary,
the underlying principle can easily be extended to consider
much more attributes. Attributes that are attached to sensory
processing of the robot could easily handle an explicit “don’t
know” value for the attribute and create a contingency path in
the decision tree for such events.

2.3 Related Work
Dialogue systems have a long history as conversational inter-
faces [McTear et al., 2016]. An overview of approaches to
dialogue management can for example be found in [Harms
et al., 2019]. Examples like [Volkova et al., 2013] show that
learning can be used to create such dialogue systems. Since
a very important requirement we have is to be able to make
the decision procedure very transparent to the young learn-

ers we restrict ourselves to learning methods that allow for
introspection and that are comprehensible. This is why we
do not consider any of methods that work with (deep) neural
networks because these generally lack an easy interpretation
of their internal workings. We refer the interested reader to
surveys on such methods such as [Gao et al., 2018].

A learning method that allows for the transparency just
mentioned are Decision Trees. Decision Trees have already
been used for dialogue management, especially with decision
processes [Fodor, 2007]. Decision Tree Learning (DTL) can
be used for minimizing the dialogue length in interactive tasks
like case-based reasoning [McSherry, 2001]. In our scenario,
however, we are not only interested in minimizing the number
of dialogue steps, we also look at how the learned dialogue
differs from a manually created dialogue, for example, in
terms of which properties are being tested and in which order.

Similarly, [Suendermann et al., 2010] seek to optimize the
call flow for a spoken dialogue system. In our work, we are not
only interested in optimizing the number of questions but we
are also curious as to whether the decision tree learning finds
paths to take the right bin decision that do not necessarily come
to mind for a human as easy. We also want to see whether
attributes that appeared in our manually generated dialogue
are neglected by the DTL method.

We might have used popular tools like Rasa [Bocklisch et al.,
2017] to create our dialogue. However, we were intrigued
by the fitting of the decision tree model and the goal of the
dialogue as well as the simplicity of using the training result
as a basis for our dialogue. For our future work we plan to
do a comparison of the approach described in this paper and
more common slot-based approaches. For the scope of this
paper we stick with our proposed method though.

Also, to rival existing state of the art dialogue systems for so-
cial robots [Jokinen and Wilcock, 2017] is not our goal. Hence
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we neither present a sophisticated model such as [Jokinen,
2018] nor compare ourselves to any such model. Instead, we
are exploring ways to quickly arrive at a specialized dialogue
for our particular target domain, namely decision support for
young learners.

3 Learning-based Dialogue Builder
As outlined before, we are interested in exploring how the dia-
logue for MoBi can be built automatically. Based on the con-
siderations made above, we target using decision tree learning
to build the dialogue structure from a set of object instances.

Idea
The general idea of our approach is as follows. We try to col-
lect as many items of example waste and determine the correct
class of dealing with the item according to the German waste
management system. For every example item, we specify a
number of properties and features that can be used as attributes
for learning a classifier. On that set of examples, we perform
decision tree learning. The resulting tree yields a classifier
that can be used as the blueprint for a dialogue in which the
robot asks for the properties of the waste item in such a way
that the item can be classified as quickly as possible.

Implementation
For the implementation of a prototype, we use the scikit-learn
toolkit.3 Decision tree learning in scikit allows for using
either Gini impurity or Entropy as the criterion for deciding
on which attribute to split next. Given that we only have very
few examples to learn from (compared to classical learning
tasks) and the fact that we want to make sure every example is
classified correctly, we omit the usual separation of training
and test set and train the classifier on all the existing examples.

4 Experiments
In order to investigate the potential of learning a dialogue
we conducted a couple of exploratory experiments that we
describe in the following. We study the effects of varying
parameters of the decision tree learning as well as on the
performance of the learning process with these variations on
different sets of data. Also, we compare the hand-crafted
dialogues with the ones generated with our learning procedure.

4.1 Varying Parameters
First, we examine the different outcomes of two parameters in
our decision tree learning.

Measuring the quality of a split
We can select one of two ways to compute the quality of
a split. First, we can use the Gini impurity like is done in
CART [Breiman et al., 1984]. Alternatively, we may use
entropy as is done in ID3 [Quinlan, 1986] and C4.5 [Quinlan,
1993].

Class weighting & balancing
The training data might be imbalanced and/or we might want
to put particular emphasis on certain classes. We can either
set weights or use auto-balancing.

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html

Table 1: Overview of data sets we used for training decision trees.

initial clones of cross number
ID proto proto product of

objects objects for n/a items

po x o o 34
po+cl x x o 54
poxp x o x 80

po+clxp x x x 125

4.2 Different Data Sets
In our experiments we conducted the learning with different
data sets, that is to say, we used different collections of waste
items along with the value of the properties mentioned earlier.
We started with the collection that was used to manually create
the dialogue initially. This collection only contained what we
refer to as “proto”-objects. These proto-objects represent one
particular combination of attribute values, they are a prototyp-
ical example of a certain type of waste, hence the name. We
later added new waste items with the same attribute values.
These objects are referred to as “clones”. For both collections
we then trained a decision tree with the Gini impurity and the
entropy criterion as well as with and without class balancing.

In early training runs we noted, that there is a general prob-
lem with the training data. If the value of a binary criterion (0
for false and 1 for true) is either not important or we do not
know its value, we chose 0.5. In the trained decision trees this
resulted in multiple nodes for the same attribute but with dif-
ferent threshold values. To overcome this issue, we introduced
an explicit value for when we do not know the true value of
the attribute or we do not care about it. In a pre-processing
step we then generated copies of the example, one for every
possible value of this attribute. An overview of the different
data sets is given in Table 1.

4.3 Analysis
We will now walk through a selection of dialogues resulting
from different configurations of the decision tree learning and
discuss them accordingly.

Entropy and Gini impurity as splitting criterion
First we will analyse the tree results from training on proto-
types only (so no clones) and we compare Entropy and Gini
impurity as a splitting criterion. Refer to Figure 3 and Figure 4
for examples for an Entropy and a Gini tree respectively. What
can be observed with respect to the split quality criterion is
that using the Gini impurity yields rather unbalanced trees
while the leaf nodes are at very similar depths when using
Entropy.

Also, the root node with Gini trees is different from those in
the Entropy trees. Gini-based trees try to reach a decision for
classes that frequently appear in the training set very early (i.e.
with a leaf node at a low depth), while Entropy-based trees try
to keep the depth of all leaf nodes similarly low.

Adding clones
When adding clones to the data, the tree structure changed
for both splitting criteria. However, using Entropy as splitting
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Q_Glass ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.807
samples = 80

value = [11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429]
class = recycle_paper

Q_Paper ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.531
samples = 74

value = [11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 4.571, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429]
class = recycle_paper

True

Q_Return ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.954

samples = 6
value = [0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 6.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]

class = recycle_glas

False

Q_Packaging ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.176
samples = 40

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 4.571, 11.429, 4.286, 5.0]
class = recycle_bio

Q_use again? ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.536
samples = 34

value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 7.143, 6.429]
class = recycle_paper

Q_Bottle/Can ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.986
samples = 24

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 4.571, 0.672, 4.286, 5.0]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = -0.0
samples = 16

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 10.756, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

Q_Meal ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.439
samples = 21

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.286, 5.0]
class = recycle_bio

Q_Return ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.552

samples = 3
value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.571, 0.672, 0.0, 0.0]

class = recycle_return

Q_use again? ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.764
samples = 15

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.429, 5.0]
class = residual

Q_Edible ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.722

samples = 6
value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.857, 0.0]

class = recycle_bio

entropy = -0.0
samples = 14

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0]
class = residual

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.429, 0.0]
class = reduce

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.857, 0.0]
class = reduce

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

entropy = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 4.571, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_return

Q_Dirty ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.943
samples = 29

value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 6.429]
class = recycle_paper

entropy = -0.0
samples = 5

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 7.143, 0.0]
class = reduce

Q_Only Paper ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.503
samples = 15

value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.429]
class = recycle_paper

entropy = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0]
class = residual

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.429]
class = residual

entropy = -0.0
samples = 11

value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_paper

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_glas

entropy = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 6.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_return

Figure 3: Tree trained from prototypes without clones with Entropy as the split criterion and class balancing.

Q_Return ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.857

samples = 80
value = [11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429]

class = recycle_paper

Q_Glass ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.833

samples = 75
value = [11.429, 11.429, 11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429]

class = recycle_paper

True

gini = 0.0
samples = 5

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_return

False

Q_use again? ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.8

samples = 72
value = [11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 11.429, 11.429]

class = recycle_paper

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_glas

Q_Only Paper ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.775

samples = 66
value = [11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 11.429, 2.857, 11.429]

class = recycle_paper

gini = 0.0
samples = 6

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 8.571, 0.0]
class = reduce

Q_Packaging ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.709

samples = 48
value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 2.857, 8.929]

class = recycle_bio

Q_Dirty ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.295

samples = 18
value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.5]

class = recycle_paper

Q_Meal ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.615

samples = 30
value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 2.857, 8.214]

class = recycle_bio

Q_Paper ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.117

samples = 18
value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 10.756, 0.0, 0.714]

class = recycle_yellow

gini = 0.0
samples = 20

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 7.143]
class = residual

Q_Edible ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.454

samples = 10
value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 2.857, 1.071]

class = recycle_bio

Q_Cleaning ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.238
samples = 8

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 0.0, 1.071]
class = recycle_bio

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.857, 0.0]
class = reduce

Q_Bottle ≤ 0.5
gini = 0.105
samples = 5

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

gini = 0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.071]
class = residual

gini = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

gini = -0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.672, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

gini = -0.0
samples = 16

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 10.756, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

gini = 0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.714]
class = residual

gini = -0.0
samples = 11

value = [0.0, 0.0, 11.429, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_paper

gini = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.5]
class = residual

Figure 4: Tree trained from prototypes without clones with Gini impurity as the split criterion and class balancing.
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criterion resulted in a more drastic change of nodes. Since
we added clones of waste prototypes which we expected to be
more prevalent in a classroom (e.g. paper waste), the focus of
the tree shifted towards these waste categories. As a result the
attribute paper replaced the attribute glass as a first node (see
Figure 3 and Figure 5). Overall the order of questions changed
with the different weight in the data set, also influencing the
length of the longest route for both approaches.

Comparison with hand-crafted dialogues
When comparing the learned trees with the hand-crafted tree,
some differences are noticeable. Most striking differences
occur considering the tree trained on basic prototypes with
Gini impurity and class balancing as shown in Figure 4. The
Gini tree focusses on splitting off unambiguous categories as
early as possible, resulting in a shape with a longer left and a
shorter right branch. This is similar for trees with and without
clones. The hand-crafted tree, on the other hand, is more
evenly distributed. This difference is smaller when comparing
the hand-crafted tree with the learned tree using entropy as
splitting criterion. When including clones (see Figure 5) the
resulting tree shape is also more evenly distributed. This
comes as no surprise since the Entropy criterion selects by
the number of samples that can be classified correctly at a
node while the Gini impurity considers the impurity of the
classes. The former is more influenced by adding clones
than the latter because clones increase the number of samples.
Still, categories with unambiguous attributes like glass and
returnable waste are placed very close to the starting knot.

Generally speaking, the learned trees already start with
more specific questions, while the hand-crafted tree has more
general attributes as its first nodes. Also, the learned trees
sometimes use attributes to decide between two bins that are
not related to one of the bins. (see Figure 5) This is done ac-
cording to the principle of exclusion. If according to other at-
tributes those are the last two bins left, the attribute “Q_Bottle”
can decide between plastic and bio waste. The hand-crafted
tree follows another approach by trying to be as transparent as
possible in its possible routes.

This goes hand in hand with the observation that the order
of the questions in the learned tree appears rather random.
Of course, this is not actually random but strictly oriented at
the information gain. The hand-crafted tree tries to follow
some logical structure from broader questions to more specific
properties, instead.

An overall observation is that the learned tree shows a good
result, even with the educational goal of the dialogue. It is
even able to correctly categorize waste items that can’t be
categorized when using the hand-crafted tree. This applies
to paper or cardboard waste produced during a meal, or vice
versa plastic or other non-paper packaging waste produced
during class. In our data set we used the examples of a clean
paper bag for transporting food items, or new pencils that are
wrapped in plastic foil.

Limitations
In our exploratory experimental evaluation we presented only
qualitative assessments of our approach for several reasons.
For one, this paper is reporting on work in progress. For
another, only half-way in we realized that the decision tree

learning implementation we chose for our prototype falls short
in addressing a number of challenges we face in our particular
setting. First and foremost, we need a more flexible handling
of categorial attributes as well as with unknown or incomplete
attribute values. What is more, being able to control more
parameters of the decision tree learning might reveal additional
insights.

In our further work we will try to quantify several aspects of
our approach. For example, we could (automatically) compute
the average number of questions asked for every class and
even compute the weighted average of the number of questions
across a data set.

5 Discussion
In this paper we have explored using decision tree learning
for building dialogues for human-robot interaction. We were
particularly interested in dialogues for decision processes. To
this end, we trained several decision trees on different training
data sets and we compared two splitting criteria as well as
using class balancing or not. The goal was to investigate
whether a particular configuration would yield to dialogues
similar to the hand-crafted versions. In the following, we will
first discuss our learning approaches and the created decision
trees with regard to their properties and then focus on user-
centred criteria.

While decision tree learning allows for easily creating work-
ing dialogues in general, the data collection that the learning
is performed on naturally has a great influence on the resulting
tree. Balancing the classes in the training seems to be im-
portant as well. Still, the number of differently characterized
examples per class also has great influence on the attribute or-
der. This might compromise logical ordering of the questions
for the sake of shorter dialogues. The analysis revealed great
discrepancies between the learned and the hand-crafted strate-
gies here. Depending on the use case this has to be looked
after. As we have seen in our experiments, especially with
Entropy as our split quality criterion we can put emphasis on
a certain subset of items by adding clones of that particular
attribute constellation.

With regard to the appropriateness of the generated dialogue
for child-robot interaction, a number of different aspects have
to be considered. Which strategy suits best the learning goals
of the classroom setting needs further discussion. On the one
hand, the hand-crafted dialogue starts with very broad ques-
tions that do not relate to the specific properties of the waste.
It is rather used to split between several waste categories early
on. This comes at the cost that some waste types cannot be
classified correctly at all, e.g. plastic waste unrelated to food
items. Furthermore, it is unclear whether introducing the ori-
gin of the waste item as the first and most prominent question
really helps children with learning waste categories. Instead,
the learned trees focus more on specific qualities of the waste
items, e.g. the material or the existence of a deposit label. This
is why with the learned trees children are confronted with very
waste specific questions right at the beginning of the decision
process. Unfortunately, this way, sometimes very broad or
unrelated questions are the decisive question only right before
a final bin is chosen. This might be the most efficient way,
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Q_Paper ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.807
samples = 125

value = [17.857, 17.857, 17.857, 17.857, 17.857, 17.857, 17.857]
class = residual

Q_Return ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.425
samples = 70

value = [17.857, 17.857, 0.0, 17.857, 17.857, 5.357, 5.208]
class = recycle_bio

True

Q_use again? ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.564
samples = 55

value = [0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 12.5, 12.649]
class = recycle_paper

False

Q_Glass ≤ 0.5
entropy = 2.134
samples = 63

value = [17.857, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 5.357, 5.208]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = 0.0
samples = 7

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_return

Q_Packaging ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.775
samples = 60

value = [17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 5.357, 5.208]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = -0.0
samples = 3

value = [0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_glas

Q_Meal ≤ 0.5
entropy = 1.457
samples = 36

value = [17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.714, 5.357, 5.208]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = 0.0
samples = 24

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 17.143, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

Q_use for crafting again? ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.82
samples = 15

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.786, 5.208]
class = residual

Q_Edible ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.835
samples = 21

value = [17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.714, 3.571, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.208]
class = residual

entropy = -0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.786, 0.0]
class = reduce

Q_Bottle/Can ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.235
samples = 19

value = [17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.714, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = -0.0
samples = 2

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.571, 0.0]
class = reduce

entropy = 0.0
samples = 18

value = [17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_bio

entropy = 0.0
samples = 1

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.714, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_yellow

Q_Dirty ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.979
samples = 48

value = [0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 12.649]
class = recycle_paper

entropy = -0.0
samples = 7

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 12.5, 0.0]
class = reduce

Q_Only Paper ≤ 0.5
entropy = 0.391
samples = 18

value = [0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.488]
class = recycle_paper

entropy = 0.0
samples = 30

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 11.161]
class = residual

entropy = 0.0
samples = 4

value = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.488]
class = residual

entropy = 0.0
samples = 14

value = [0.0, 0.0, 17.857, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
class = recycle_paper

Figure 5: Tree trained with clones included, Entropy as the split criterion, and class balancing.

when all other options are already dismissed. However, it
remains unclear whether this is an intuitive procedure, espe-
cially for young learners. One of our aims was to see whether
we can automatically build engaging and coherent dialogues.
However, with the learned trees, sometimes the order of the
questions is hard to follow. We believe it might be worth trying
whether providing a pre-defined class balancing yields more
logical orders than automatic class balancing. To decide which
version of the tree is suited better for educational purposes, fur-
ther research must be conducted. With more information, the
learning data and especially the selection of properties could
also be modified. Furthermore, we could tailor the training
data such that the resulting tree better fits the requirements for
the classroom setting. These user-centred questions will be
subject to user studies and evaluation in our future research.

One of the more technical limitations so far is that we re-
stricted the questions in the dialogue to only yes/no. Partly,
this is due to the limited application domain that we started
from. Also, this limitation can partially be removed for ques-
tions that have categorical answers. These cases could be
handled by modern decision tree learning methods without
too many problems. Even numerical answers could be pro-
cessed this way. It would be interesting to see if including an
explicit “unknown” value for every attribute, would result in
the dialogue being able to cope with user responses like “I
don’t know” correspondingly. Alternatively, we could look at
using one-hot encoding for these cases as well.

We have shown that automatic generation of dialogues,
especially for decision processes, is possible using decision
tree learning on object information. We have layed ground for
interesting future work in this direction.
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